The discovery of X-ray diffraction in 1912 by Laue and co-workers had important implications for the physics of diffraction, for the nature of X-radiation and for the structure of matter. Lawrence Bragg made important contributions to early developments in each of these areas, but the most pregnant of his innovations was in structure determination from X-ray diffraction data. He continued to make highly significant contributions to structure determination right on to the first crystal structures of proteins. Crystallography has made substantial contributions to chemistry and biology, and notably so for biological macromolecules.
Introduction
The discovery of X-ray diffraction, announced one hundred years ago in celebrated papers by Friedrich, Knipping & Laue (1912) and Laue (1912) , elicted nearly instantaneous appreciation and widespread reactions. Implications for the physics of the diffraction phenomenon, for the nature of X-rays and for understanding of the structure of matter were evident from the outset. W. Lawrence Bragg contributed significantly from the start in pursuing all of these implications, but it was through structure determinations that he had the greatest influence.
Laue's intuition that X-ray waves, having short wavelengths commensurate with spacings in crystals, might generate optical diffraction proved true; and his original treatment of the three-dimensional diffraction problem is that used to this day. With reference to the reciprocal lattice (S = ha* + kb* + lc*) and the sphere of reflection introduced by Ewald (1913) , the Laue conditions for diffraction (S Á a ¼ h; S Á b ¼ k; S Á c ¼ l) define the diffraction from an extensive crystal. Laue's explanation (Laue, 1912) in terms of five different wavelengths, , proved to be wrong, however; and it remained but a short time for the first paper from Bragg (1913a , read 11 November 1912 to realize the correct explanation. Bragg appealingly described each diffracted ray in simple onedimensional terms as a 'reflection' at the glancing angle from planes of atoms separated by the spacing d; thus n = 2d sin , albeit cast initially as the cosine of the supplementary angle to the plane normal. The verity of Bragg's law was sealed with his demonstrations of diffraction from cleavage planes from mica (W. L. , and the formula correctly described Laue's results as the crystal-selected diffraction of wavelengths meeting both Bragg's law and its equivalents in Laue conditions. Several other papers on the physics of X-ray diffraction followed quickly. Notably, Friedel (1913) established that diffraction imposes a center of symmetry (Friedel's law) , while nevertheless distinguishing 11 symmetry groups, now known as Laue groups; Debye (1913) described how temperature affects the motion of atoms, showing that diffraction pertains to dynamics as well as to static structure; and Darwin (1914a,b) elaborated a comprehensive theory for the absolute intensities of diffraction both in the kinematic approximation for ideally imperfect (mosaic) crystals and in the dynamic case of repeated scattering in perfect crystals.
Although Laue left open the question of the wave versus particle (photon) character of X-rays, and others including W. H. had offered particle-based explanations for Laue's diffraction observations, W. L. Bragg's argument (Bragg, 1913a) explicitly ascribed the phenomenon to electromagnetic waves, i.e. light as we know it today.
Arguably the most profound of the implications of the Laue discovery was that for atomic structure. Here again, it was Bragg who led the way with his structure determinations of alkalai halides (Bragg, 1913b) , notably NaCl. Indeed, his prior analysis of zincblende (ZnS), based on Laue's results, had already come close to describing its structure (Bragg, 1913a ). Many other structures followed, initially those of other minerals and salts, and later inorganic complexes and organic compounds of increasing complexity. Ultimately, the impact of structure has been the greatest for chemistry and biology with numbers of marvelous triumphs. In this paper, I summarize the evolution of methods for structure determination from the perspective of macromolecular crystallography, but paying homage to the small-molecule tradition from which methods for macromolecules have evolved. Schwarzenbach (2012) has given an account of the developments from the perspective of small-molecule crystallography.
Early approaches to structure determination
Bragg's approach to crystal structure determination for the series of alkalai halides (Bragg, 1913a) was based on considerations of symmetry in the diffracting space lattices and the scattering strengths of the differing atoms (which he provisionally equated to atomic weight rather than electron count), and on unit-cell distances, which he cleverly calibrated by determining the X-ray wavelength (here 1.10 Å from Pt L) from knowledge of molecular weight and crystal density. He considered rocksalt (NaCl) as the most interesting, needing two interpenetrating face-centered cubic arrays to explain its pattern of intensities, more complicated than that from KCl, where the two ions scatter equally, and those from KBr and KI, where the halide ion dominates. His father and he similarly determined the structure of diamond (Bragg & Bragg, 1913) ; and, using his father's X-ray spectrometer, he soon afterwards solved the structures of several other salts and minerals (Bragg, 1914) , including zincblende (ZnS), fluorspar (CaF 2 ), iron pyrite (FeS 2 ) and calcite (CaCO 3 ). Whereas other early structures had all atomic positions fixed by symmetry, the sulfur atoms of pyrite and the oxygen atoms of calcite each depend on one free parameter, which Bragg determined by the comparison of observed intensity patterns with ones calculated from alternative models. A portion of Bragg's perceptive analysis for iron pyrite is illustrated in Fig. 1 . This approach came to be known as trial-and-error.
Other early structure determinations also used the trialand-error method, often employing algebraic or graphical methods to solve for variable parameters; however, such approaches became less tenable as the number of free parameters increased. On the other hand, once a structure that matched the measured diffraction data could be found, the phases (actually signs, since all early structures were centrosymmetric) could be calculated and then Fourier images could be made. The Fourier representation of X-ray diffraction results was anticipated by W. H. Bragg (1915) , but without practical elaboration. Others had made such calculations along one-dimensional lines of projection, but it was W. L. Bragg who first implemented Fourier analysis in twodimensional projection, producing stunning images (Bragg, 1929; Fig. 2a) . For this development, Bragg used the structure of diopside [CaMg(SiO 3 ) 2 ], dependent on 14 atomic parameters determined in the earlier structure determination (Warren & Bragg, 1928) . For these calculations, he adopted a Fourier formulation by Ewald (1921) .
Fourier analysis opened up many new avenues for structure determination, and prominent among these was the Patterson function (Patterson, 1934 (Patterson, , 1935 , which provided the means for comprehensive visualization of structural implications from diffraction patterns without prior assumptions or phase evaluations. Importantly for practical use, Harker (1936) realized that specific parameters could be read out from selected sections of three-dimensional Patterson functions. Many other developments ensued, and Patterson methods played a major role in small-molecule crystallography for many years, often accompanied by iterative Fourier analyses to complete partial structural interpretations.
The phase problem brought into light by Fourier analysis also opened up new, and ultimately more powerful, approaches to structure determination. An early glimpse of this prospect came in studies of the alums [KAl(SO 4 ) 2 hydrate and its analogs]. Cork (1927) showed that isomorphic series could be formed with NH 4 , K, Rb or Tl substituting for Mg or with Cr substituting for Al; and Beevers & Lipson (1935) showed that Se could substitute isomorphously for S. Actual imple- mentation of isomorphous replacement in phase determination awaited work by Robertson (1936) on phthalocyanines, however. By comparing diffraction patterns from metal-free and the nickel-complexed phthalocyanine, and deducing that the metal site is at the cell origin, Robertson was able to detemine signs for apo phthalocyanine in projection and Robertson & Woodward (1937) did so as well for nickel phthalocyanine. In this latter study, it was already noted that nickel dominated in the phasing such that most signs were positive. This suggested that phases from heavy metals might approximate those from the whole structure, and the effectiveness of this heavy-atom method was demonstrated influentially in the structure of platinum phthalocyanine (Robertson & Woodward, 1940; Fig. 2b) . With respect to isomorphous replacement, a critical development was the extension to non-centrosymmetric structures, which came in a series of studies by Bijvoet et al. (1948 Bijvoet et al. ( , 1949 ) that culminated in the crystal structure of strychnine (Bokhoven et al., 1951) based on the substitution of sulfate by selenate. With these developments of heavy-atom methods, the path to determination of arbitrarily complex structures was set.
As structure determinations moved to focus on the phase problem and Fourier analysis, attention to mathematical approaches also increased. It was evident that the number of diffraction observations from a typical crystal often greatly exceeds the number of variable parameters, whereby the system of intensity equations should specify the variables, albeit in a manner frustrated by non-linearity. Similarly, this recognized overdetermination motivated the expectation of relations among the structure factors, i.e. phase relationships. Notable among the early mathematical developments were the inequalities of Harker & Kasper (1948) based on algebraic conditions, the determinants of Karle & Hauptman (1950) based on the constraint of positivity, and Sayre's equation (Sayre, 1952) based on the condition of atomicity. With recognition of implications from probability (Hauptman & Karle, 1953; Karle & Hauptman, 1956 ), the triplet relationship that 'ðhÞ ' 'ðkÞ þ 'ðh À kÞ was seen to be central to effective phase determination. Here h(hkl) is a reciprocal-lattice vector and the relationship holds provided that the associated structure-factor amplitudes |F(h)|, |F(k)| and |F(h À k)| are sufficiently strong. Computer implementations of resulting direct methods came to dominate in small-molecule crystallography.
In parallel with these later developments, an appreciation for the potential of anomalous scattering in structural analysis also emerged. Bijvoet (1949) suggested that anomalousscattering effects could be used in phase determination, and with co-workers he used such effects in a ground-breaking determination of the absolute configuration of tartaric acid; using a crystal of Na Rb tartrate and radiation above the Rb absorption edge, he tested for deviations [|F(h)| 6 ¼ |F(Àh)|] from Friedel's law . Various formulations and experimental tests of anomalous scattering for phase determination followed (Okaya et al., 1955; Okaya & Pepinsky, 1956; Ramachandran & Raman, 1956; Ramaseshan & Venkatesan, 1957) ; however, substantial impact on structure analysis did not emerge until much later.
Diffraction-constrained model building
Just as Lawrence Bragg combined understanding of atomic principles with constraints from diffraction to solve the first structures of salts and minerals, so too were some of the earliest and most influential of structures for biological macromolecules devised by model building constrained by diffraction experiments. Having learned detailed atomic parameters from crystal structures of amino acids and dipeptides and knowing of Astbury's classifications of -andproteins based on fiber diffraction (Astbury & Street, 1932 ), Pauling and co-workers used first principles of hydrogen bonding to discover the structures of the -helix and of -pleated sheets . Realizing that Pauling's model of the -helix made better sense than the helical structures he had built with Bragg and Kendrew (Bragg et al., 1950) , Perutz verified the Pauling model by inclining fibers of poly -benzyl-l-glutamate and -keratin (horse hair) until the axial reflection expected from the 1.5 Å /residue repeat would fall on Ewald's sphere (Perutz, 1951) . Pauling had ignored the mismatch of the strong 5.15 Å axial reflection from keratin-family fibers (Astbury & Street, 1932) with the 5.4 Å /turn on an -helix. Crick, on the other hand, chose to explain the discrepancy. Accepting that the -helix must be true, he inclined helices by 18 and twisted them about the fiber axis with knobs-into-holes packing (Crick, 1952) ; thereby, he also invented what we now know to be a highly prevalent folding pattern for proteins. Then, in a most marvelous stroke of genious and insight, Watson & Crick (1953) discovered the double-helical structure of DNA, taking advantage of Franklin's observation of a 3.4 Å axial repeat in DNA fibers (Franklin & Gosling, 1953) .
Biological macromolecules and the small-molecule tradition
Although significant elements of proteins and nucleic acids may have regularly repeating structures, as was modeled by Pauling and co-workers for the -helices and -pleated sheets of proteins and by Watson and Crick for B-form DNA, biological macromolecules are in general far too asymmetric and complicated for structure analysis by model-building approaches. The richness of diffraction patterns from protein crystals demonstrated that such X-ray data should suffice to specify the three-dimensional structure (Bernal & Crowfoot, 1934) ; however, structure determination clearly would require the measurement of intensites for complete diffraction patterns, not just for projection data, and also the evaluation of general phases, not just signs as for centrosymmetric structures. The heavy-atom method was having success with quite large structures, such as in Hodgkin's structural analysis of vitamin B 12 (Hodgkin et al., 1956) , and direct methods came to solve large all-light-atom structures, e.g. -amanitin (Karle et al., 1973) ; however, even small proteins are an order of magnitude larger than these. It was not initially clear that isomorphous replacement would be powerful enough either, but ultimately this proved successful for hemoglobin, first for a centrosymmetric projection (Green et al., 1954) and then for a non-centrosymmetric projection (Blow, 1958) where three heavy-atom derivatives were used. The full three-dimensional structure of myoglobin, first at 6 Å resolution (Kendrew et al., 1958) and later at 2 Å resolution (Kendrew et al., 1960) made it clear that protein structures could be solved by the method of multiple isomorphous replacement (MIR), and ultimately the structure of hemoglobin also succumbed into a structure in three dimensions at 2.8 Å resolution (Perutz et al., 1968) .
Macromolecular crystallography has borrowed much more than isomorphous replacement from the small-molecule tradition. While Patterson functions of macromolecules are too complex to be solved, (ÁF) 2 -difference Pattersons gave excellent approximations for solving the substructures of heavy atoms needed for the isomorphous-replacement method. Later, direct methods were adapted to this role, again using difference coefficients. While the heavy-atom method itself is usually inapplicable to macromolecules, it is the essence of the molecular replacement method, which has become a mainstay. Fourier series are commonly used iteratively, just as for earlier small molecules, to improve on partial models fitted to initial maps. While anomalous scattering played a limited role for small molecules, it came to provide powerfully complementary information to augment MIR phasing into MIR with anomalous scattering (MIRAS) and to resolve ambiguities from single isomorphous replacement (SIR) as the SIRAS method (Blow & Rossmann, 1961; Herriott et al., 1970) . These and other adaptations from the small-molecule tradition required many improvements and innovations. Importantly, the combination of phase information from multiple sources was optimized by the development of phase probability distributions (Blow & Crick, 1959; Hendrickson & Lattman, 1970) . All said, a process emerged with considerable maturity as recorded by Blundell & Johnson (1976) in the first text on protein crystallography. By this time, holdings of the Protein Data Bank (PDB; Berman et al., 2000) had reached 76 deposits (15 October 1976) and some other structures had not been deposited. Only 13 PDB deposits from 1976 remain today; others were made obsolete by refined replacements (see below).
Changing practice in macromolecular crystallography
Maturity did not mean stagnation for macromolecular crystallography. To the contrary, several subsequent innovations went well beyond the small-molecule tradition, and thereby largely transformed the practice of how macromolecular structures are solved from X-ray diffraction. Transformative innovations came in structure refinement, molecular replacement, density modification and anomalous diffraction; moreover, technological advances have synergized to accelerate the changes.
By 1976, most structures were simply presented as a model built by hand to fit the density; with the development of stereochemically restrained refinement and combined X-ray and energy refinement (Brü nger, 1991), structures were improved by bringing them into optimal agreement with their diffraction patterns.
With few exceptions, the structures accumulated by 1976 had been determined de novo by MIR or SIR, although some were isomorphous follow-on complexes with relevant ligands. The rotation function (Rossmann & Blow, 1962) had given the possibility to detect structural similarities within or between crystals, and by now structures were accumulating such that an unknown macromolecule of interest might be related to an already known structure and be expected to be similar. The method of molecular replacement, a phase borrowing closely related to that of the heavy-atom method, was innovated to determine unknown structures from knowns or known portions (Lattman et al., 1971; Rossmann, 1972) , and this method now dominates as the number of known structures to serve as templates has grown very large.
That non-crystallographic symmetry had implications for phase evaluation (Rossmann & Blow, 1962) and could be used in phase improvement (Rossmann & Blow, 1963 : Crowther, 1967 Bricogne, 1974) was well understood by 1976, but it had not yet played a major role in structure determinations. That soon changed dramatically with molecular averaging used in atomic level structures of viruses (Harrison et al., 1978; AbadZapatero et al., 1980) and viral proteins (Champness et al., 1976; Wilson et al., 1981; Varghese et al., 1983) . Many macromolecular structures possess symmetry, but all have solvent expanses, and more generalized density-modification methods (Wang, 1985; Cowtan & Main, 1993) , which use solvent flattening, histogram matching and related modifications for phase improvement, found broad application. Moreover, automated chain-tracing procedures (Perrakis et al., 1999) , which hybridize density modification with structure refinement, do truly automate many macromolecular structure determinations.
Anomalous scattering had figured in many MIR or SIR structures by 1976, as MIRAS or SIRAS, but it was not yet then a prime player. That changed when the structure of crambin was solved from the anomalous scattering of its native sulfur atoms (Hendrickson & Teeter, 1981) , which we can see in retrospect as the first application of the method of singlewavelength anomalous diffraction (SAD). Ultimately, with the availability of tunable X-rays from synchrotron sources, practical implementation of the method of multiwavelength anomalous diffraction (MAD) was realized (Kahn et al., 1985; Hendrickson, 1985; Fourme & Hendrickson, 1990; Hendrickson, 1991) and first applied to previously unknown structures shortly afterwards (Guss et al., 1988; Hendrickson et al., 1989) . This approach blossomed, fueled importantly by the incorporation of selenomethionine into proteins . By 2000, MAD had overtaken MIR and SIR combined, and by 2006, with advances in densitymodification procedures (Wang, 1985; Cowtan & Main, 1993) for resolving the phase ambiguity inherent in its singlewavelength counterpart, SAD had overtaken MAD for dominance in de novo structure determination (Fig. 3) . Currently, nearly 70% of de novo macromolecular structures are determined by SAD alone; and, whereas in 1996 over 80% were determined by MIR and SIR combined, since 2007 nearly 90% are done by the MAD and SAD alternatives. Recently, through the use of multiple crystals to enhance signal-to-noise for the weak anomalous diffraction from light atoms (Z 20) in macromolecules, SAD analysis directly from native biological macromolecules appears to be robustly feasible (Liu et al., 2012) .
A thorough description of technological advances would go beyond the scope of this review, but it is important to give notice to some of the prime developments. Obviously prominent among these are computer technology, including interactive computer graphics (Jones, 1985) , and synchrotron radiation, which was brought to the attention of crystallographers earlier (Rosenbaum et al., 1971 ) but did not have significant impact until the 1980s. Remarkably, the brightness of X-ray sources has increased even faster than for Moore's law of computing power; and the latest development of X-ray free-electron lasers promises great opportunities in nanocrystallography (Boutet et al., 2012) . The remarkable advances in molecular biology that flowed from the structure of DNA have also been crucial for progress in macromolecular crystallography. The benefits for crystallographers include the ready production of recombinant proteins as identified in the complete genomic sequences of many organisms and the facility for easily producing recombinant selenomethionyl proteins for structure analysis and mutant variants to test structure-inspired hypotheses.
Triumphs of macromolecular crystallography
The fruits of macromolecular crystallography are resplendent by many measures -by the number of structures that have been determined, by the size and complexity of structures that can be analyzed, and by the recognized significance of many of these resulting structures.
The active holdings of the PDB (Berman et al., 2000) as of 4 December 2012 were 86 661 released deposits, of which 88.0% are X-ray crystal structures (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/). These deposits include 8483 from 2012 alone, a number that already nearly matches the total accumulation through to 1998. Besides these structures of biological macromolecules, the stores of information unleashed by Changing practice in de novo structure determination. Depositor declarations for the method of structure determination were parsed from PDB entries beginning in 1998, the first full year for such recordings. Numbers were normalized into percentages of all de novo determinations in each year, and plotted as histograms as identified by color coding. Multiple declarations (e.g. SAD and MIR or MAD and molecular replacement) were counted for each method, but there were few such instances. The MIR numbers include MIRAS determinations and SIR includes SIRAS; ab initio numbers also include 'direct methods' and related declarations. Results are based on the PDB holdings of 2 October 2012.
karlsruhe.de/icsd_content.html), and in the CRYSTMET (http://www.tothcanada.com/) database of metals and alloys. Each structure in the PDB is large, typically comprising several thousand atoms and, with time, ever increasingly intricate molecules and assemblages are being solved. With Fourier-based methods of analysis, the size of structure is limited essentially only by the degree of order that can be achieved and typically not by technical challenges. The increasing complexity of crystal structures is illustrated in Fig. 4 , where Bragg's rocksalt structure (Bragg, 1913b ) is compared with structures of crambin (Hendrickson & Teeter, 1981) , among the smallest of proteins, and two recent large structures, a 70S ribosometRNA-mRNA complex (Selmer et al., 2006 ) and a human adenovirus particle (Reddy et al., 2010) . These structures cover a range of linear dimensions of nearly two orders of magnitude, as indicated by scales as shown, and a range of 5 Â 10 8 in the volumes of crystallographic asymmetric units, as listed in the figure legend.
With rare exception, each of the thousands of macromolecular structures has provided insights into the biochemical action of these molecules, and oftentimes the clues to biological function have been revolutionary for the associated science. The first atomic level structures of proteins provided insights into the principles of protein structure and chemistry, but from the outset they also had impact on biochemistry and medicine. It is not possible to do justice to the many contributions of crystallography to biology and chemistry in this brief account, and I can only apologize for missing many superb examples, but it would be another injustice not to note some highlights.
The first structures of myoglobin (Kendrew et al., 1960) and hemoglobin (Perutz et al., 1968) , and following analyses, gave insights into oxygen transport. Early structures of enzymes, typified by lysozyme (Blake et al., 1965) and chymotrypsin (Matthews et al., 1967) , provided clear pictures of the catalytic process, and many enzyme structures followed; nowdays, enzymology is essentially a crystallographic science. Important insights into immune recognition emerged from initial studies on immunoglobulin fragments (Poljak et al., 1973) and a histocompatibility antigen (Bjorkman et al., 1987) , and great numbers have followed. Applications to viruses and viral proteins, cited above in connection with molecular averaging, have had many ramifications including membrane fusion and drugs for infectious diseases.
The first membrane protein structure, that of a photosynthetic reaction center (Deisenhofer et Progressive increases in the complexity of crystal structures. Scales for linear dimensions are as labeled on associated bars. (a) Rocksalt (NaCl). This is a crystal in space group Fm " 3 3m with lattice constant a = 5.640 Å ; thus, its unit-cell volume (V uc ) is 180 Å 3 and the volume of the asymmetic unit (V au ) is V uc /192 = 0.93 Å 3 . The image is adapted from Fig.  10 of Bragg (1913b) where A and B may represent Na and Cl, respectively, or vice versa. (b) Crambin. This protein molecule is from a crystal in space group P2 1 with a = 40. 96, b = 18.65, c = 22.52 Å and = 90.77 ; thus its V au = V uc /2 = 8601 Å 3 . The image here was adaped from a drawing made by Irving Geis based on the coordinates of Hendrickson & Teeter (1981) . All atoms are shown, including hydrogen atoms. The six sulfur atoms, from which the structure was determined by what is now known as SAD phasing, are in yellow. (c) Complex of a 70S ribosome with an mRNA and three tRNAs. This particle is from a crystal in space group P2 1 2 1 2 1 with a = 213.3, b = 453.0 and c = 631.4 Å ; thus its V au = V uc /4 = 15 252 240 Å 3 for the two ribosome particles per asymmetric unit. The image is reproduced from Fig. S1 of Selmer et al. (2006) . Reprinted with permission from AAAS. The image shows only the RNA portions from one ribosome (50S bluish, 30S yellowish and tRNAs brown, magenta and dark gray). Phosphate backbones are drawn as ribbons, and ribose and base rings are drawn as colored planes. The 54 ordered protein molecules of this 70S ribosomal structure are omitted from the figure. (d) Human adenovirus capsid. This virus structure is from a crystal in space group P1 with lattice constants a = 854.0, b = 855.2, c = 865.2 Å , = 119.6, = 91.7 and = 118.1 ; thus its V au = V uc = 450 275 173 Å 3 for one viral particle. The image is reproduced from Fig.  1A of Reddy et al. (2010) . Reprinted with permission from AAAS. It shows a surface rendering viewed down a threefold axis of the icosahedral particle. One of 20 identical facets is circumscribed by the white triangle, which has three of the 12 viral penton proteins at its vertices and 12 of the 240 viral hexon proteins uniquely within its boundaries. The icosahedral asymmetric unit thus comprises one-fifth of a vertex penton (pink) and four hexons (one cyan, one orange, one yellow and one green) plus accessory cement proteins (deep blue, between orange and yellow hexons; magenta, between hexons at four places) and a trimeric fiber (yellow-orange) at each penton base. Other accessory proteins are at the capsid interior and out of view.
